
44 Eye

I.

every time you are near new faces
a bee sting a bee

where are my dragons?
make me a rising star
castles in the sky
dinosaurs in heaven

turn it off
broken.

the end of the rainbow

- is this love?

burning questions
stars twinkle
stay on this planet until we move

II.

don’t question it.

drunk and dirty Hollywood world
for the trees fall over
the magical forest
totally enormous extinct dinosaurs
chit chatter away

dress in black
dreamy records
you beautiful

does it make a sound?

full of riches
- story of his life



Object Lessons

I.

features a swagger
mod-era
lovers in a park only become more inconclusive
mistrust everything
what is beyond it
what is beyond
be known

II.

celebrated
known for showing the world
however, rediscovered only
in the classic film
bear the markings
use as props
reproduce an exhibition
a reminder of both
illusion and reality

Paris Was A Moveable Feast

wander
Degas’ old Paris
celebrate
places for the creative
the corrupt
the beautiful
and the damned
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We Are Young

making it 
special
coming from 
the golden 
years
of anatomy
as art

What Wisdom The Monsters Have To Teach Us?

traditional fairytales
contemporary classics
Joey Essex’s amazing zebra pool party
magical collections
blood-orange direwolves
cuddly yetis
mushroom-munching
down to the woods
wild things
our favourite looks
be awesome in every way
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